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Unless credited to an individual guest contributor,
all content has been written and tested by yours
truly. Nothing may be taken or reproduced from
this magazine in anyway without express written
permission.

This magazine would not be here without the
endless encouragement and support of my friends,
community members, and husband.

The photography used is stock photography and is
free to use unless otherwise noted. Photos of recipe
content are my own and may not be used without
permission.

4 TO O LS FO R S TO P P ING NEGATIV E
THO UGHT-S P IRALS IN THEIR TRACKS

If you are a reader of JORDANNAROWAN.COM, or
of The Mindful Mag, I cannot express my gratitude
in words. Thank you for being willing to grow and
change, and make a difference in your world and in
the lives of others.

For questions, comments, or if you are interested in
contributing to the Fall 2017 edition of The Mindful
Mag please contact me directly at:
jordannarowan@gmail.com
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WRITE RS & GUE S T CO N T R I BU TO R S
Jordanna Rowan

Ngaire Clare

Jordanna is the writer behind JORDANNAROWAN.COM, The Mindful Mag, and the
designer behind Wolf & Wild Digital Design Co. She’s crazy about inspiring millennials to
live mindful, meaningful lives, bust free of the status quo, ditch fear, and f ind f ierce joy.
When she’s not writing, she can be found reading, knitting, exploring, and attempting to
learn Norwegian. She’s always up for tea, magic, and a little mystery.

Ngaire is a communications and media professional, passion project believer, handlettering enthusiast, casual weight-lifter, and passionate creativity seeker. She’s a
storyteller obsessed with growing herself and loves all things productivity, selfdevelopment, and how we work. She’s also one-half of the podcast, the Pursuit Project.

Instagram: @JordannaRowan

www.pursuit-project.com
Twitter: @ngaireclare_

Lisa Machac

Trina Griep

Lisa Machac writes about the “art of slowing down” through leisure, observation, and
remembrance. She’s the lead writer and editor for Genuine, a resource that creates inner
peace to facilitate outer change. Genuine connects readers to words of wisdom and self care
and mindfulness practices to boost conf idence, connection, and the desire to serve others.

Trina is a Canadian millennial that is passionate about community building, being a
hippie rebel and writing. She loves helping others, often providing advice she found in
books. That’s where you’ll f ind her nose, constantly in a book. She is a leader and an
optimist who believes in everyone’s ability to change.

www.youaregenuine.com
Instagram: @youaregenuine

www.readviews.ca
Instagram: @realreadviews

Olivia Pener

Kayla Vogel

Olivia Pener is a Mindset + Marketing Coach. By day, she helps budding and established
entrepreneurs get out of their minds so they can get into running successful businesses,
and assists them in developing marketing systems that will grow their audience. By night,
she reads and snuggles with her shih tzu on the couch.

Kayla Vogel helps creatives entrepreneurs build a brand they’re passionate about through edgy
design and effective strategy. She believes every woman should be living a life she’s passionate
about. When she’s not a pot of coffee deep, clicking away on her computer (or writing about
creative entrepreneurship), you might find her on a weekend getaway with her husband.

www.oliviapener.com
Instagram: @oliviapener

www.kaylalouisedesign.com

Allison Berger

Katherine Pomerantz

Allison is a lifestyle writer who focuses on mental health and balanced living, which she
shares on her blog Happy Alice. She’s also passionate about food and culture.

Katherine is a theatrical director, performer, and teacher and is not a starving artist, thank
you very much. Although she’s struggled with money in the past, Katherine realized this was
merely one symptom of a bad business mindset permeating the artistic community. Now, she
combats this money monster as a bookkeeper and money mentor for artistic entrepreneurs.

www.happilyaliceblog.wordpress.com
Instagram: @happyaliceblog

Instagram: @kaylalouise6

www.bookkeepingartist.com
Facebook: @thebookkeepingartists

Julia Bluhm

Sara Obando

Julia Bluhm is a 19-year old college student, writer, and blogger at Julia In Bluhm, a
website for the young and restless woman who’s creating, ref lecting, and making things
happen. Julia loves listening to podcasts, eating brunch, dabbling in photography and
connecting with like-minded people online.

Sara is a web designer by day, and lifestyle blogger by night. She works mostly from her
computer at home in Provo, Utah, where she lives with her husband and little doggie.
She enjoys cute stationary, yummy desserts, and experimenting with CSS. She is also a
hardcore binge-watcher of Sci-Fi, Fantasy and Crime shows.

www.juliainbluhm.com

www.daily-lovejuice.net

Instagram: @juliainbluhm
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N EST I N G

NE S TI NG

“Start seeing the success of others as rungs on your own ladder
and use that as motivation to do more.”

MONE Y TA L KS: D E F E AT I N G S C A R C I T Y
MIND SE T WH IL E YO U ’ R E S T I L L YO U N G
by Katherine Pomerantz
“Most people are deeply scripted in what
I call the Scarcity Mentality. They see
life as only having so much, as though
there were only one pie out there. And if
someone were to get a big piece of the pie,
it would mean less for everybody else.
The Scarcity Mentality is the zero-sum
paradig m of life. People with a Scarcity
Mentality have a very difficult time
sharing recog nition and credit, power or
profit – even with those who help in the
production. They also have a hard time
being genuinely happy for the success of
other people.” Stephen Covey
It has been almost twenty years since Stephen Covey
f irst popularized the idea of Scarcity Mindset in,
7 Habits of Highly Effective People. Since then,
psychologists have remained fascinated by the way
scarcity affects the human psyche. “Having too little”
is more than a physical limitation; it is a dangerous
state of mind capable of damaging your f inances,
relationships, and sense of self-worth.
This is why defeating Scarcity Mindset is one
of my primary goals when I work with artistic
entrepreneurs. Though my work as a bookkeeper
focuses on the f inancial repercussions of Scarcity
Mindset, it is important that my clients understand
there is more than mere money at stake. In the long
run, focusing on how little we have turns us into

self ish people. When scarcity thoughts guide us, we
stop being generous with not only our money, but
also our time and relationships.

Scarcity makes us believe there is not even
enough of ourselves to share with those
we love and leads us to focus only on the
things we lack.
Fortunately, there is a better way to live. Though
Scarcity Mindset can make us feel powerless, we can
defeat it when we realize that the thoughts, feelings,
and fears of Scarcity Mindset are myths that can be
overcome. If you recognize Scarcity Mindset while
you’re young, you can shift your focus onto longterm abundance that fosters creativity and positive
feelings towards others, which will in turn make your
personal f inances easier. To help begin this process,
let us dispel three damaging myths of Scarcity
Mindset.
M Y T H ONE: T HERE I S NOT ENOU G H TO GO
AROU ND

Thoughts of scarcity manifest in different ways, but
the most common is the feeling that there are not
enough resources for everyone. Borrowing from the
Stephen Covey quote above, I call this “Slice of Pie”
mindset. The “Slice of Pie” mindset would have you
believe it is impossible to gain anything without f irst
depriving someone else. People who suffer from this
think there is only so much wealth in the world, and
more for one person naturally means less for others.
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This “Slice of Pie” mindset is an inherently f lawed
perception of wealth, however. There is no pie. The
world is not busy carving up its limited resources
at the expense of others. Instead, it is turning those
limited resources into the incredible life of luxury we
have today.
Think about it; the population continues to grow,
but our style of living continues to improve. We have
better homes, better medicine, and better technology
than ever before. We live longer and can do more
than our predecessors even dreamed of. Throughout
history, there have been more than enough resources
to foster these incredible changes.
What the “Slice of Pie” mentality fails to account for
is the role of entrepreneurship in driving economic

growth. According to Dictionary.com, economics
concerns the production, consumption, and transfer
of wealth. Scarcity Mindset focuses on only part of
this def inition. It says that wealth is consumed, or
at best transferred, but forgets that wealth can also
be produced. In fact, wealth is continually being
produced by brilliant entrepreneurs. That is why we
have better, faster, and cheaper production than ever
before.

That is also why such entrepreneurs are
successful; they contribute real, tang ible
value to the world around them and
everyone is richer as a result.
CONTINUED...
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R ELEA SI N G

The “Slice of Pie” mindset also has subtler, more
dangerous effects on your personal life. Thoughts of
scarcity make us jealous and paranoid. Living with
this mindset makes you constantly compare yourself
to others. Your friend gets promoted at work, but
instead of celebrating you become angry because
there is no promotion left for you. You see others
with nice cars or fancy houses and you envy their
success because you perceive their success as your
failure.
Why? Because Scarcity Mindset shows us a false
world where there is never enough. We forget that
having nice cars and fancy houses is something we
can achieve. If unchecked, our scarcity thoughts even
begin to turn inwards and we will attack ourselves.
“I’m not enough,” will become the constant theme of
our self-perception: “I’m not smart enough. I’m not
pretty enough. I can never do it.”
Just remember that this thinking is f lawed. There
is enough. Economic growth is real, and you can
directly contribute to that growth because you
yourself are a valuable resource. You matter. When
these negative thoughts intrude, therefore, recognize
them as scarcity thoughts and refuse to indulge them.
Instead, focus on your long-term goals. Start seeing
the success of others as rungs on your own ladder and
use that as motivation to do more. Most importantly,
genuinely celebrate the achievements of others. You
will not only have better relationships, you will also
become an integral part of the growth that enriches
all our lives.
M Y T H T WO: YO U R F I N A N C I A L W E L L BEI NG
IS S UBJE C T TO F O R C E S B E YO N D YO UR
CONT ROL

Along with the false feeling that there is not enough
for everyone, Scarcity Mindset makes us feel that we
have no control over our future. We especially feel
powerless when it comes to money. Research shows
that such feelings have real and lasting effects on our
psychological well-being.
I highly recommend Sendhil Mullainanthan and
Eldar Shaf ir’s book Scarcity: the New Science of
Having Less and How it Defines Our Lives. One of
the most important things their research shows is that

R E LE AS I NG

scarcity forces trade-off thinking. For example, if you
spend twenty dollars now, then that’s twenty dollars
you won’t have later. Making these kinds of decisions
taxes our mental resources and willpower.
Like everything else, willpower is a limited resource.
When you are poor you must make more of these
diff icult decisions and eventually your self-control is
whittled away. This is why the poor often have “bad
habits” like smoking or drinking. It becomes hard
to focus on the long-term effects of a decision when
there are so many trade-offs to make.
It is important that you overcome scarcity thinking
as soon as you can for this very reason. If we feel
we have no control over our future, we will become
gluttonous in the present.

Money will become a source of pleasure,
and we will overeat, overindulge, and
overspend because it feels good now and
now is all that matters.
Scarcity mindset might lead us to see how little there
is in our paycheck and feel obligated to spend it all
before the money “goes away”. Then, when there is
no money left for an emergency later, our scarcity
bias is complete. The guilt we feel only conf irms that
we have no real control.
This short-term focus is called myopic thinking, and it
is crucial that you overcome it. If you do not invest in
your own future you will always be poor.
Scarcity Mindset may make the present seem
overwhelmingly important, but small investments
like exercising, medical checkups, and opening a
savings account have an even bigger impact on your
future. So next time you have a bad day, remember
you have two choices. You can spend time with
friends and family or you could buy a shiny new
gadget. The f irst choice enriches you. The second
choice reinforces Scarcity Mindset. Learn to resist the
second, deceptively easier choice.

“Money is merely the tool by which you
build your dream lifestyle.”

Learn to focus on gratitude. When scarcity thoughts
start to intrude, take some time to focus on all the
unbelievable ways life has been kind to you. With
practice, gratitude can replace scarcity in your
thoughts entirely and your long-term goals will more
easily come to mind. This is doubly benef icial for the
more you focus on your long-term goals, the easier
they become to achieve.
MYTH THREE: BEING S UCCES S FUL MEANS
WO RKING NO NS TO P

At this point, overcoming Scarcity Mindset may
sound like too much work. Yes, success is not
immediate, but remember that fear of the future is
also part of scarcity thinking. To become truly rich,
you must focus on the future.
That does not mean you must work nonstop to
succeed, however. Hard work is not inherently
valuable. For example, let’s say you make two
identical sandwiches. One person offers you f ive
dollars for a sandwich, while another offers only
three. The sandwiches are identical. The work that
went into each sandwich is identical, and yet the
value of each sandwich is subjective. Like the people
buying the sandwiches, you need to stop focusing on
how hard you work and instead focus on the value of
your results.

Mindset takes a great deal of mental fortitude. Give
your brain time to recharge by taking breaks, taking
naps, and even taking time off work all together.
Leave yourself room to make mistakes. Scarcity itself
is neither good nor evil. It is merely the recognition
that we as human beings are limited.
So spend more time with friends and family! Build
strong relationships! Take time to keep yourself
happy and healthy! Remember that if life truly had
no limits, it would be incredibly boring.

There would be no need for dreams, for
friendships, and there would be nothing to
strive for.
It is time you stop letting Scarcity Mindset control
you and instead focus on what is truly valuable.
Yes, money is important. There are better ways,
however, to measure your true value. Thus, the f inal
step in overcoming Scarcity Mindset is the realization
that money is ultimately a means to an end. Money
is merely the tool by which you build your dream
lifestyle, so take your focus off the amount of dollars
you have and instead focus on what those dollars can
do. Then you will truly overcome Scarcity Mindset.

You can actually use scarcity to help you achieve this
focus. Recognize that you cannot achieve everything
or be anyone, and use this realization to prioritize
your choices. Especially prioritize how you use
your time. As described above, overcoming Scarcity

Remember that “richness” is not a static
dollar amount, but rather a feeling after a
lifetime of positive action.
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